Let us arrange your flight!

**1. AHI FlexAir**: Our reports are ready to assist you in booking flights. Our personalized program offers the following advantages:

- **price guarantees**: Protect your cost from fuel surcharge increases after ticket purchase.
- **arrival and departure transfers**: On group dates.
- **flexibility**: to change or cancel your reservations without penalty up to 60 days before departure for most flights.
- **assistance**: In the event of schedule changes or delays.
- **free insurance**: value up to $250,000, subject to policy terms.

**Travel stress-free with AHI FlexAir.**
Day 1 | Upon arrival

Day 2 | Toulouse

Day 3 | Albi

Day 4 | Toulouse

Day 5 | Carcassonne

Day 6 | Toulouse

Day 7 | Gaillac and Cordes-sur-Ciel

Day 8 | Castres

Day 9 | Toulouse

Day 10 | Toulouse

Day 11 | Upon arrival

Day 12 | Toulouse

A World Apart

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should involve the shared experience, education and exchange of ideas that are the benefits of any compatriot trip. Your personal travel story begins with commitment to delivering authentic experiences to our dedicated clients and local people.

The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized service you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from expert guides, lecturers, who call the area home. By digressing strategic insights, your traveling ‘Travel Director allows you to immerse yourself comfortably in your surroundings.

This all-inclusive professional makes you feel safe and important by creating a caring, welcoming atmosphere.

The other important characters in this story are the guides and lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider knowledge of the region. This high-caliber professional makes you feel safe and important by creating a caring, welcoming atmosphere.
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Dear Council Travelers,

Join us to celebrate the soul of France’s southwest region on a unpack-once seven-night journey. A mixture of hill-top bastides and isolated bateaux; Albi on your leisure for walking, countryside excursions and visits to glorious houses.

A string of wonders awaits in this terroir, including masterpieces by Thirane Lautrec, spotlighting vineyards and medieval fortresses, plus a romantic 17th-century chateau. We’ll meet gracious hosts in their family homes and visit Toulouse, discovering the allure of the city’s pink stone landmarks. Witness the unique, cartooned houses of Gimers, venture to Carcassonne, Spain’s largest fortress, and cruise through history along the Canal du Midi. From the palpable effectiveness of Philip Currie our Call to the spiritual favors of St. Sernin and regional cuisine, this captivating journey will leave you with indelible memories.

This trip combines the security, ease and value of group travel with opportunities for independent exploration. Enjoy the camaraderie of traveling with a group and, during free time, the thrill of making your own discoveries. Space in this exclusive journey is limited, and with no single supplement offer, the trip is sure to sell out quickly; so make your reservations today.
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A World Apart

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should transcend geography, time and culture, revealing the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story begins with a commitment to discovering authentic experiences that offer new perspectives of the world and its people. 

The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized connections you make. Your Travel Director and the knowledgeable, experienced guides will all be there to ensure you feel confident and at ease in allowing your curiosity to create your own unique adventure.

The breadth of their knowledge deepens your appreciation of the region and its heritage. Expert Guides are local lecturers, whose regional expertise shines in their insider knowledge of the area. They are eager to share their passion for their country with you. 

Day 1 | In Transit

Depart, your gateway city or airport, France

Day 2 | In Transit

Arrive in Toulouse, transfer to your hotel, France

Day 3 | Albi

Gather for a Welcome Reception and Dinner

Day 4 | Albi

Gaze at Albi's architectural façade and an exquisitely painted interior. View the city's graceful architecture of medieval, cobbled lanes and neoclassical buildings. View the city's fairy-tale ambience. Perhaps visit the Château de Carcassonne, a fortification with over 31 towers, or the Sainte-Cécile basilica, home to stained glass windows.

Day 5 | Carcassonne

Walking Tour of Carcassonne.

Day 6 | Country Encounters.

In Transit

Day 7 | Castres

Cruising the Tarn River.

Day 8 | Gaillac

Visit Castres, viewing the Way of St. James. Stroll along the water-side to vivid stained-glass windows. Set off to find the Way of St. James, stopping along the way to discover the many medieval sites, including the Agout River. Once home to tanners, paper and textile industries, Castres is home to chickens, sheep, cows and rabbits. Discover the city's lively ambience. Take in the contemporary art at the Musée Toulouse-Lautrec. Enjoy a cruise on the Canal du Midi.

Day 9 | Toulouse

Join a local expert for a Walking Tour of Toulouse. Meander along the cobbled streets, viewing the Cérou valley below. Saint-Sernin Basilica and view the Curieuse, a two-tower basilica. Then join the tour of the Grand Place, an 18th-century market square guarded by Auguste-Dominique Ingres and other artists. The Way of St. James is the last segment of the Camino de Santiago. Enjoy a visit to the Musée Auguste-Dominique Ingres. 

A Note About Activity Levels

We will try to have a comfortable and balanced program. Yet, some visitors will run our activities with activity levels higher than our normal expectations. Depending on the excursion, some excursions may be too challenging. Please call or visit our website to review the itinerary for full details about our activity levels.

AHI Connects:

• Complimentary travel mementos.
• Welcome and Farewell Receptions
• Airport Transfers (with baggage handling)

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Flat-rate airfares, including taxes and surcharges.
• Round-trip international flights and transfers included for AHI FlexAir
• Hotel rooms with private baths, allowing you to fully enjoy your stay.
• Hotel breakfasts, and dinner at least 12 times throughout the itinerary for full details about our activity levels.
• Enjoy a cruise on the Canal du Midi.
• In Transit

Day 6 | Country Encounters.

Arrive in Albi.

Day 9 | Toulouse

Join a local expert

Day 8 | Gaillac

Visit Castres, viewing

Day 7 | Castres

Cruising the Tarn River.

Day 6 | Country Encounters.

In Transit

Day 5 | Carcassonne

Walking Tour of Carcassonne.

Day 4 | Albi

Gaze at Albi's architectural façade and an exquisitely painted interior. View the city's graceful architecture of medieval, cobbled lanes and neoclassical buildings. View the city's fairy-tale ambience. Perhaps visit the Château de Carcassonne, a fortification with over 31 towers, or the Sainte-Cécile basilica, home to stained glass windows.

Day 3 | Albi

Gather for a Welcome Reception and Dinner

Day 2 | In Transit

Arrive in Toulouse, transfer to your hotel, France

Day 1 | In Transit

Depart, your gateway city or airport, France

Day 3 | Castres

Cruising the Tarn River.

Day 8 | Gaillac

Visit Castres, viewing the Way of St. James. Stroll along the water-side to vivid stained-glass windows. Set off to find the Way of St. James, stopping along the way to discover the many medieval sites, including the Agout River. Once home to tanners, paper and textile industries, Castres is home to chickens, sheep, cows and rabbits. Discover the city's lively ambience. Take in the contemporary art at the Musée Toulouse-Lautrec. Enjoy a cruise on the Canal du Midi.

Day 9 | Toulouse

Join a local expert for a Walking Tour of Toulouse. Meander along the cobbled streets, viewing the Cérou valley below. Saint-Sernin Basilica and view the Curieuse, a two-tower basilica. Then join the tour of the Grand Place, an 18th-century market square guarded by Auguste-Dominique Ingres and other artists. The Way of St. James is the last segment of the Camino de Santiago. Enjoy a visit to the Musée Auguste-Dominique Ingres.

A Note About Activity Levels

We will try to have a comfortable and balanced program. Yet, some visitors will run our activities with activity levels higher than our normal expectations. Depending on the excursion, some excursions may be too challenging. Please call or visit our website to review the itinerary for full details about our activity levels.

AHI Travel Expert

Your Travel Expert is a local expert who will ensure you feel comfortable with your activities. Before you go

Travel Consultants: These experts stand ready to answer your questions about activities, itineraries and how to do things your way. They can also direct you to the local experts who can help you fulfill your personal travel dreams.

Passenger Service Representatives: Once you have arrived, your local representatives are at your service. They will help you unravel any travel challenges you may experience. They will also help you fulfill your personal travel dreams. 

Travel Information: This includes extensive destination information and travel tips compiled by our travel-savvy team to prepare you fully for your journey.

Once you arrive:

On the ground, three top-quality professionals offer a unique perspective: from suggesting the best cafés or parks to sharing a lively over-the-shoulder glance at the local artist's next masterpiece. By the time you lay your head to sleep, you will have embraced the local culture and logging your first (long) day of personal travel exploration.

Return Home: Your final local expert, the Wandering Walker, will call in the case of a seasoned AHI Travel professional who will manage all the baggage, attention to detail and local food recommendations. Resourceful and knowledgeable, your Wandering Walker guides are the best of the best. From a tour of the local bistro to a grand local restaurant, your Wandering Walker guides will ensure your time to explore is enjoyable and fulfilling.

Experiences on this program require:

• Complimentary travel mementos.
• Welcome and Farewell Receptions
• Airport Transfers (with baggage handling)

INCLUDED FEATURES

• Flat-rate airfares, including taxes and surcharges.
• Round-trip international flights and transfers included for AHI FlexAir
• Hotel rooms with private baths, allowing you to fully enjoy your stay.
• Hotel breakfasts, and dinner at least 12 times throughout the itinerary for full details about our activity levels.
• Enjoy a cruise on the Canal du Midi.
• In Transit

Day 6 | Country Encounters.

Arrive in Albi.

Day 9 | Toulouse

Join a local expert

Day 8 | Gaillac

Visit Castres, viewing

Day 7 | Castres

Cruising the Tarn River.

Day 6 | Country Encounters.

In Transit

Day 5 | Carcassonne

Walking Tour of Carcassonne.

Day 4 | Albi

Gaze at Albi's architectural façade and an exquisitely painted interior. View the city's graceful architecture of medieval, cobbled lanes and neoclassical buildings. View the city's fairy-tale ambience. Perhaps visit the Château de Carcassonne, a fortification with over 31 towers, or the Sainte-Cécile basilica, home to stained glass windows.

Day 3 | Albi

Gather for a Welcome Reception and Dinner

Day 2 | In Transit

Arrive in Toulouse, transfer to your hotel, France

Day 1 | In Transit

Depart, your gateway city or airport, France

Day 3 | Castres

Cruising the Tarn River.

Day 8 | Gaillac

Visit Castres, viewing the Way of St. James. Stroll along the water-side to vivid stained-glass windows. Set off to find the Way of St. James, stopping along the way to discover the many medieval sites, including the Agout River. Once home to tanners, paper and textile industries, Castres is home to chickens, sheep, cows and rabbits. Discover the city's lively ambience. Take in the contemporary art at the Musée Toulouse-Lautrec. Enjoy a cruise on the Canal du Midi.

Day 9 | Toulouse

Join a local expert for a Walking Tour of Toulouse. Meander along the cobbled streets, viewing the Cérou valley below. Saint-Sernin Basilica and view the Curieuse, a two-tower basilica. Then join the tour of the Grand Place, an 18th-century market square guarded by Auguste-Dominique Ingres and other artists. The Way of St. James is the last segment of the Camino de Santiago. Enjoy a visit to the Musée Auguste-Dominique Ingres.
AW o r ld Apart
remarkable region of France, adding another memorable chapter by creating a convivial, welcoming atmosphere.

This high-caliber professional makes you feel safe and important with local people.

It should weave together discovery, education and humanity, the From ancient villages to glorious vineyards to world-renowned countryside farms. MEet gracious locals, who are passionate about their country and eager to share their insights with you.

Day 1 | Narbonne
Day 2 | Arles 
Day 3 | Nimes 
Day 4 | Béziers 
Day 5 | Albi
Day 6 | Castres | Carcassonne
Day 7 | Toulouse
Day 8 | French Riviera
Day 9 | Toulouse 
Day 10 | Paris
Day 11 | Paris

Journey to Cordes-sur- Toulouse, in Sainte-Cécile. A grand structure with eight imposing columns. Some of the most notable of all churches along the Way of St. James. Stroll along the water-front and through the old quarter. Home to chieftains, ships, cows and rabbits. A town that tells the beguiling story of property, home. This is a village to visit, a winery that displays a variety of wines and landscapes. For centuries, how the owners create bold, rich flavors with locally grown ingredients. A charming local restaurant.

Enrichment:

Day 1 | Narbonne

1. Historic Fortified City of Carcassonne
2. Routes of Santiago de Compostela in France
3. Toulouse Lautrec Museum
4. Contemporary France

AHI Travel Expertise
From your reservation to your return home, we ensure that you enjoy the adventure of a lifetime. Before you go:

• Tour Consultants: These experts-standard to modest to explore the unique landscapes, culture and communities, the best experiences of any comparable setting. Your personal travel advisor begins with a commitment to delivering authentic experiences that are tailored to you.

Day 1 | Trévoux
Day 2 | Avallon 
Day 3 | Auxerre
Day 4 | Chablis 
Day 5 | Bourgogne 
Day 6 | Château-Chalon 
Day 7 | Beaune 
Day 8 | Dijon | Lyon
Day 9 | Paris
Day 10 | Paris

A World Apart

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should weave together education, education, education, the best experiences of any comparable setting. Your personal travel advisor begins with a commitment to delivering authentic experiences that are tailored to you.

The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized, unique insights you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call the area home. By merging logical facts, your trusted Travel Director allows you to immerse yourself confidently in your surroundings. This high-caliber professional makes you feel safe and important with local people.

Other important characters in this story are the guides and lecturers, their insiders’ perspective. From suggesting the best café or pub to sharing a laugh over a meal, their genuine, they’re ready to share their passion for their country and the needs of our educated and curious travelers. Warm and genuine, they know the way to share their insights and make your travels more meaningful.

Day 1 | Trévoux

• Tipping of guides and drivers.
• Welcome and Farewell Receptions
• Free time to pursue your own interests.

Your One-of-a-Kind Journey

Your AHI Travel Advisor

Free time to craft your own adventure in Albi and Carcassonne.

Enrichment:
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• Transfer Information: Extensive destination information and travel tips compiled by our travel team to prepare you fully for your journey.

Once you arrive:

On the ground, three layers of top-quality professionals offer their insights: "The best of both worlds" Effect on travelers. From suggesting the best café or pub to sharing a laugh over a meal, their genuine, they’re ready to share their passion for their country and the needs of our educated and curious travelers. Warm and genuine, they know the way to share their insights and make your travels more meaningful.
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Day 1 | Trévoux
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• Welcome and Farewell Receptions
• Free time to pursue your own interests.

Your One-of-a-Kind Journey

Your AHI Travel Advisor

Free time to craft your own adventure in Albi and Carcassonne.

Enrichment:
A World Apart

The story of travel involves more than a ticket and a passport. It should involve deeper, more meaningful experiences that allow you to connect with the local people. The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized experience you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home.

Day 1 | Toulouse

Depart your city today for Toulouse, France.

Day 2 | Albi & Toulouse

Meet the owners of a family-run dairy farm. Enjoy a traditional French lunch and learn how the owners create bold, rich flavors of delectable red, rosé and white wines. Learn innovative and traditional milking methods and products and touring their carefully tended fields. Tonight, enjoy dinner at a local establishment.

Day 3 | Carcassonne

Welcome to France and meet the traditional flat-bottomed boats that will be your mode of transport between Carcassonne and Albi. Enjoy a visit to Montauban's historic center, a warren of medieval, cobbled lanes and neoclassical buildings. Then step inside the Berbie Palace to visit the newly renovated Musée Ingres to browse blush-hued buildings. Then step inside the Old Cathedral of Albi, a grand structure with eight imposing columns.

Day 4 | Montauban

Take a walking tour of Albi to see the Way of St. James. Stroll along the water-front and through the old quarter, home to châteaux, shops, cows and rabbits. Tour the town and feel the delicious aroma of the food being prepared. The town is known for its wine, which is produced using a variety of grapes and methods, ranging from traditional to modern techniques. Then sample their wine and visit the wineries along the way. Take a stroll in the Place de la Canuterie family park and sail on a tour of the city with local winds atレ.

Day 5 | Montauban - Carcassonne

Enjoy a full-day canal cruise linking Albi and Carcassonne, a UNESCO World Heritage site. Along the canal, marvel at the engineering advancements, the canal allows for the transportation of goods and raw materials to and from the Mediterranean. Afterwards, relax over lunch at a local establishment.

Day 6 | Carcassonne

Join your guide for an introduction to the town’s history and to visit the medieval fortress of the Cathar Knights. Visit the Old City for some shopping and a visit to the Musée Toulouse-Lautrec. In the evening, enjoy dinner at a local establishment.

Day 7 | Castres

Witness the picture-floating in the clouds. Ciel, a delightful village surrounded by mountains, will take your breath away as you join a Visit to Castres. Stroll along the Agout River and along the main shopping street, viewing and purchasing crafts and souvenirs. Relax over lunch at a local establishment.

Day 8 | Toulouse

Canal du Midi Cruise.

Follow cobbled paths to the mountain-top village of Cordes-sur-Ciel, a charming village nestled in the Pyrénées countryside to Cordes-sur-Ciel, a medieval citadel. Stroll through the village, viewing and purchasing crafts and souvenirs. Visit the Cister Monastery and the local church. Enjoy dinner at a local establishment.

Day 9 | Toulouse

Day 10 | Paris

Toast to your French adventure tonight with dinner at a local establishment. Once you have received your bag and settled into your hotel, the Balance of your time is free and at your leisure. Flight and transfers included for AHI FlexAir participants.

A Note About Activity Levels

We've put you on a continues and enjoyable river cruise through France, including visiting the historic city of Carcassonne, the iconic City of Albi, and the historic city of Montauban. We understand that life is busy and that balance is sometimes difficult to achieve. That's why we have included a variety of activity levels to ensure that you enjoy your trip to the fullest. We'll always make sure that everyone is able to participate in the activities that are most meaningful to them. Whether you're looking for a more leisurely pace or something more energetic, there's something for everyone on this trip.

AHI Travel Expertise

Our travel experts have carefully selected this first-class property for its prime location. The hotel is ideally located near the historic center, providing easy access to all local attractions and sites of interest. The hotel offers a range of amenities, including in-room internet access, allowing you to fully enjoy your stay.

AHI Accommodations

Our accommodations offer a comfortable and enjoyable experience. They vary in style and location, often nestled in quaint villages, providing a unique and authentic experience. The hotel offers a range of amenities, including in-room internet access, allowing you to fully enjoy your stay.

AHI Excursions and Tours

We pride ourselves on offering a wide range of excursions and tours to ensure that you experience all that France has to offer. Whether you're interested in visiting historic sites, exploring local cuisine, or simply relaxing in a beautiful landscape, there's something for everyone on this trip. We've included a variety of activities, from guided tours to self-guided exploration, so you can experience France at your own pace.

AHI Dining

Enjoy a variety of dining options, ranging from traditional French cuisine to international fare. Our expert food and beverage staff will ensure that your dining experience is memorable. From delicious meals prepared by local chefs to relaxing drinks by the pool, there's something for everyone on this trip.

AHI Vehicles and Transportation

Our vehicles are designed to ensure a comfortable and enjoyable journey. Whether you're traveling by bus, train, or boat, we take pride in providing a comfortable and enjoyable experience. Our vehicles are equipped with amenities such as in-room internet access, allowing you to fully enjoy your stay.

AHI Travel Insurance

We offer a range of travel insurance options to ensure that you are fully covered during your trip. Whether you're looking for a comprehensive plan or something more basic, we have options to suit your needs. Our travel insurance options provide peace of mind and protect you from unexpected events, allowing you to fully enjoy your trip.

AHI Travel Planning

We understand that planning a trip can be overwhelming, which is why we're here to help. Our team is dedicated to ensuring that your travel experience is memorable. From selecting the perfect hotel and excursions to arranging transportation and activities, our team will work with you to create a customized travel plan that meets your needs and preferences. Whether you're looking for a guided tour or something more independent, our team is here to assist you, making your trip a truly unforgettable experience.

AHI Guest Services

We understand that sometimes things don't go as planned, which is why we're here to help. Our guest services team is always available to answer your questions and provide assistance. Whether you're looking for directions, need help with your reservations, or simply want to share a story from your trip, we're here to help. We pride ourselves on providing a high level of service and support to ensure that your travel experience is enjoyable and memorable.

AHI Customer Service

We're dedicated to ensuring that you have a wonderful experience. Whether you have questions about travel times, accommodations, and more, or if you simply want to share a story from your trip, our customer service team is here to help. We're committed to providing a high level of service and support, making your trip as enjoyable and memorable as possible.
A World Apart

The story of our tour involves more than a ticket and a passport. It would involve the giving and analyzing education, especially the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story begins with commitment to delivering authentic experiences that are meaningful to the local people. The inconspicuous value of your journey lies in the personalized care you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home. With our insightful guides, your Travel Director allows you to become comfortable in your surroundings. This high-caliber professional makes you feel safe and important with local people.

By eliminating logistical worries, your multilingual Travel Director makes you feel safe and important with the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story draws you into the vibrant and dynamic rhythms of this remarkable region of France, adding another memorable chapter to the story of your life.

This high-caliber professional makes you feel safe and important with local people. Care you receive from your Travel Director and the knowledge you gain from expert guides and lecturers, who call this area home.

Join your guide for an introduction to the Musée Toulouse-Lautrec. This intriguing collection features many of Toulouse-Lautrec’s world-renowned works.

Day 2 | In Transit

Board a Deluxe motor coach and transfer to Toulouse airport for the return flight home. We want you to have a comfortable and rewarding experience and are here to ensure you have the adventure of a lifetime. Before you go:

Travel Concierges: These experts stand ready to answer your questions about activities, meals, accommodations and more as they guide you through the reservation process.
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Dear Council Travelers,

Join us to celebrate the soul of France’s southwest region on an unpack-once seven-night journey. A mix of hilltop bastide homes and castles, Albi offers your choice for watching cowboy exorcisms and the gloaming hours.

A scenic 18-mile drive in this biblically region, including masterpiece by Toulouse-Lautrec, spellbinding vistas and medieval fortresses, plus a revolutionary 17th-century railway. We’ll meet grassy lands or their form-free and seat Toulouse discovering the allure of the city’s pink stone landmarks. Witness the unique, centuries-old houses of Gaillac, venture to Carcassonne. Acurious painted fortresses, and cruise through history along the Canal du Midi. From the palpable allure of Albi our Call to the alight flavors of Gascon wine and regional cuisine, this captivating journey will leave you with indelible memories.

This trip combines the security, ease and value of group travel with opportunities for independent exploration. Enjoy the camaraderies of traveling with a group and, during free time, the thrill of making your own discoveries! Space on this exclusive journey is limited, and with no single supplement offer, the trip is sure to sell out quickly, so make your reservations today.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Exhibit: AHI Travel

Let us arrange your flight!

AHLI FlexAir: Our reports are ready to assist you in booking flights. Our personalized air program offers the following advantages:

- price guarantee to protect you from fuel surcharge increases after ticket purchase.
- arrival and departure transfers (at group rates).
- flexibility to change or cancel your reservations without penalty up to 60-days before departure in most flight
- assurance in the event of schedule changes or delays.
- high insurance worth up to $200,000, subject to policy terms.

Travel stress-free with AHLI FlexAir.

All-inclusive combines the security, ease and value of group travel with opportunities for independent exploration. Enjoy the camaraderies of traveling with a group and, during free time, the thrill of making your own discoveries! Space on this exclusive journey is limited, and with no single supplement offer, the trip is sure to sell out quickly, so make your reservations today.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Exhibit: AHI Travel
Dear Council Travelers,

Join us to celebrate the soul of France’s southwestern region on a trip once seven-night journey. A network of half-timbered homes and cobblestone lane, Albi offers a life for stretching, cowboys excursions and visits to glorious towns.

A variety of evasives in this incredible region, including masterpieces by Théodore-Jean, splendidly walled and medieval fortresses, plus a Revolutionary period of wine, will meet glorious houses or their form-in-air and visit Toulouse, discovering the allure of the city’s pink stone landmarks. Witness the unique, centuries-old houses of Carcassonne, visit to Carcassonne, superlative fortresses, and cruise through history along the Canal & Sails. From the picturesque scenery of the Bouches-du-Rhône region and cultural inclusiveness, this captivating pulation, will leave you with indelible memories.

This trip combines the scenic, water-, and group travel with opportunities for independent exploration. Enjoy the camaraderie of traveling with a group and, during free time, the thrill of making your own discoveries. This exclusive journey is limited, and with no single supplement offer, the trip is sure to sell out quickly, so make your reservations today.

Sincerely,

Samuel A. Atchison
Vice President of Travel
World Affairs Council of Philadelphia

Coordinating Council: AHI Travel, Inc.

Upack once and celebrate the soul of France in the delightful southwest region!

June 2-10, 2020

Reserve your Albi adventure today!

$3,645

$250

$3,395

This offer is limited, capacity-controlled and tends to sell out quickly, so make your reservations today.

www.wacphiladelphia.org
Dear Council Travelers,

Join us to celebrate the soul of France’s southwest region in a unique seven-night journey. A variety of charming hilltop towns and bustling cities, Albi sits on your list for medieval churches and a cathedral. This enchanting region is perfect for exploring, with endless options for day trips and excursions.

AHI Travel and the World Affairs Council have partnered to offer an exclusive trip to France, highlighting the region’s rich history and cultural heritage. From the charming towns of the South of France to the picturesque countryside, you’ll experience a true taste of France.

To make the most of your trip, consider the following:

- **Trip #:7-25145W**
- **Air Program dates:** June 3-10, 2020
- **Land Program dates:** June 3-10, 2020

**Program Dates**

**Air Program dates:** June 2-10, 2020

**Land Program dates:** June 3-10, 2020

**Full Price**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Program</th>
<th>Special Savings</th>
<th>Special Price*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3,145</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>$3,395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Program Description**

- **AHI Flexair:** Our reports are ready to assist you in booking flights. Our personalized program offers the following advantages:
  - **Price guarantee:** Protect your flight from fuel surcharge increases after ticket purchase.
  - **Arrival and departure transfers:** On group dates.
  - **Flexibility:** To change or cancel your reservations without penalty up to 60 days in advance of your flight.
  - **Assurance:** To the event of schedule changes.
  - **Last chance:** Right to reverse without penalty up to $250,000 subject to policy terms.

**Travel Strand**

- **AHI Flexair:** Our reports are ready to assist you in booking flights. Our personalized program offers the following advantages:
  - **Price guarantee:** Protect your flight from fuel surcharge increases after ticket purchase.
  - **Arrival and departure transfers:** On group dates.
  - **Flexibility:** To change or cancel your reservations without penalty up to 60 days in advance of your flight.
  - **Assurance:** To the event of schedule changes.
  - **Last chance:** Right to reverse without penalty up to $250,000 subject to policy terms.

**Trip Cancellation Insurance**

TRIP CANCELLATION INSURANCE IS AVAILABLE. AN APPLICATION WILL BE SENT AFTER YOU RESERVE. All passenger and/or purchaser of this trip.

**Program Deposit**

A $500 deposit is required to secure your reservation on a first-come, first-served basis. Reservations to be paid in full by March 19, 2020. Reservations are subject to availability and processed on a first-come, first-served basis.

**Cancellations**

- **All cancellations for any reason will be subject to a $300 per person administrative fee.** You may choose, at the time of cancellation, to apply the withheld administrative fee to a future AHI Travel program that will operate in the current calendar year or year following. The credit will be applied to the final billing and may not be used toward any other trip.

**Trip Cancellation Insurance**

TRIP CANCELLATION INSURANCE IS AVAILABLE. AN APPLICATION WILL BE SENT AFTER YOU RESERVE. All passenger and/or purchaser of this trip.

**Insurance**

- **Flight insurance:** On occasion, AHI Travel obtains, from its staff, or from trip participants, photographic or video images of passengers and with a no single supplement offer, the trip is sure to sell out quickly, so make your reservations today.

**Supplement**

- **For Solo**

**Program Costs**

- **Tours and Programs:** To make reservations, call 800-942-5004 or visit us at www.wacphila.org.

**Program Costs**

- **AHI Flexair:** Our reports are ready to assist you in booking flights. Our personalized program offers the following advantages:
  - **Price guarantee:** Protect your flight from fuel surcharge increases after ticket purchase.
  - **Arrival and departure transfers:** On group dates.
  - **Flexibility:** To change or cancel your reservations without penalty up to 60 days in advance of your flight.
  - **Assurance:** To the event of schedule changes.
  - **Last chance:** Right to reverse without penalty up to $250,000 subject to policy terms.

**AHI Flexair**

- **Price guarantee:** Protect your flight from fuel surcharge increases after ticket purchase.
- **Arrival and departure transfers:** On group dates.
- **Flexibility:** To change or cancel your reservations without penalty up to 60 days in advance of your flight.
- **Assurance:** To the event of schedule changes.
- **Last chance:** Right to reverse without penalty up to $250,000 subject to policy terms.

**Supplement for Solo**

Up&across the soul of France in the delightful southwest region!